If You're Into Intelligent Clothes, Try This Test (because intelligent is the kind we sell)

EXTRA CIRCUNE

This part's easy; just check off the ones you wear. You'll find many of them discarded on the streets.

- Blouse
- Blouse for work
- Blouse for play
- Blouse for casual wear
- Blouse for special occasions
- Blouse for evening wear
- Blouse for Sunday school
- Blouse for church
- Blouse for dances
- Blouse for graduation
- Blouse for prom
- Blouse for homecoming
- Blouse for football games
- Blouse for basketball games
- Blouse for soccer games
- Blouse for baseball games
- Blouse for track meets
- Blouse for tennis matches
- Blouse for bowling matches
- Blouse for golf matches
- Blouse for swimming matches
- Blouse for wrestling matches
- Blouse for frisbee matches
- Blouse for ultimate frisbee matches
- Blouse for tennis rackets
- Blouse for squash rackets
- Blouse for badminton rackets
- Blouse for golf rackets
- Blouse for bowling rackets
- Blouse for tennis shoes
- Blouse for squash shoes
- Blouse for badminton shoes
- Blouse for golf shoes
- Blouse for bowling shoes
- Blouse for tennis socks
- Blouse for squash socks
- Blouse for badminton socks
- Blouse for golf socks
- Blouse for bowling socks
- Blouse for tennis jackets
- Blouse for squash jackets
- Blouse for badminton jackets
- Blouse for golf jackets
- Blouse for bowling jackets
- Blouse for tennis sweaters
- Blouse for squash sweaters
- Blouse for badminton sweaters
- Blouse for golf sweaters
- Blouse for bowling sweaters
- Blouse for tennis shirts
- Blouse for squash shirts
- Blouse for badminton shirts
- Blouse for golf shirts
- Blouse for bowling shirts
- Blouse for tennis shorts
- Blouse for squash shorts
- Blouse for badminton shorts
- Blouse for golf shorts
- Blouse for bowling shorts
- Blouse for tennis skirts
- Blouse for squash skirts
- Blouse for badminton skirts
- Blouse for golf skirts
- Blouse for bowling skirts
- Blouse for tennis pants
- Blouse for squash pants
- Blouse for badminton pants
- Blouse for golf pants
- Blouse for bowling pants
- Blouse for tennis hats
- Blouse for squash hats
- Blouse for badminton hats
- Blouse for golf hats
- Blouse for bowling hats
- Blouse for tennis gloves
- Blouse for squash gloves
- Blouse for badminton gloves
- Blouse for golf gloves
- Blouse for bowling gloves
- Blouse for tennis shoes
- Blouse for squash shoes
- Blouse for badminton shoes
- Blouse for golf shoes
- Blouse for bowling shoes
- Blouse for tennis socks
- Blouse for squash socks
- Blouse for badminton socks
- Blouse for golf socks
- Blouse for bowling socks
- Blouse for tennis jackets
- Blouse for squash jackets
- Blouse for badminton jackets
- Blouse for golf jackets
- Blouse for bowling jackets
- Blouse for tennis sweaters
- Blouse for squash sweaters
- Blouse for badminton sweaters
- Blouse for golf sweaters
- Blouse for bowling sweaters
- Blouse for tennis shirts
- Blouse for squash shirts
- Blouse for badminton shirts
- Blouse for golf shirts
- Blouse for bowling shirts
- Blouse for tennis shorts
- Blouse for squash shorts
- Blouse for badminton shorts
- Blouse for golf shorts
- Blouse for bowling shorts
- Blouse for tennis hats
- Blouse for squash hats
- Blouse for badminton hats
- Blouse for golf hats
- Blouse for bowling hats
- Blouse for tennis gloves
- Blouse for squash gloves
- Blouse for badminton gloves
- Blouse for golf gloves
- Blouse for bowling gloves
- Blouse for tennis shoes
- Blouse for squash shoes
- Blouse for badminton shoes
- Blouse for golf shoes
- Blouse for bowling shoes
- Blouse for tennis socks
- Blouse for squash socks
- Blouse for badminton socks
- Blouse for golf socks
- Blouse for bowling socks
- Blouse for tennis jackets
- Blouse for squash jackets
- Blouse for badminton jackets
- Blouse for golf jackets
- Blouse for bowling jackets
- Blouse for tennis sweaters
- Blouse for squash sweaters
- Blouse for badminton sweaters
- Blouse for golf sweaters
- Blouse for bowling sweaters
- Blouse for tennis shirts
- Blouse for squash shirts
- Blouse for badminton shirts
- Blouse for golf shirts
- Blouse for bowling shirts
- Blouse for tennis shorts
- Blouse for squash shorts
- Blouse for badminton shorts
- Blouse for golf shorts
- Blouse for bowling shorts
- Blouse for tennis hats
- Blouse for squash hats
- Blouse for badminton hats
- Blouse for golf hats
- Blouse for bowling hats
- Blouse for tennis gloves
- Blouse for squash gloves
- Blouse for badminton gloves
- Blouse for golf gloves
- Blouse for bowling gloves

Changes Made at WBIM

Tuition Hikes Slated Next Semester

By Bill Brasile

Chancellor John Duff has announced that the Board of Regents of Higher Education is considering a 10%-15% increase in tuition for all state supported schools and universities. The proposed increase would take place this September adding approximately $170.00 to the tuition portion of the student's bill. This does not include the increases in dormitory charges, which are also scheduled to take effect this September. Complete details are not yet available at press time. Watch The Comment for more information.

Grad Speaker Uncertain

By Paul Foster

Although graduation exercises for the Class of 1984 are more than three months away, problems are already beginning to arise. Governor Michael S. Dukakis, who accepted WBIM's invitation to be the Commencement Speaker, has now informed Dr. Richard Swanson, President, that he will not be available to speak. He plans to be in Boston at the time of graduation. Dukakis has two other functions scheduled for the same day, thus pointing out that there will be no conflicts. Dukakis also said that he was unsure whether or not Dukakis would come to Bridgewater for the commencement. Friday, May 25, which would allow any problems of conflicts and allow the Governor to speak.

No Guards at Hill

By Meg Snow

"As far as security goes, we're operating at full capacity with the Institution Protection Personnel and the Campus Police. The trips in the Shaws/Durin area are regularly used by a large number of students and it seems to be totally abandoned. Why? Because the Director of Housing at the college explained that there is no need for it. We don't have the same problems as other schools where other problems come from the college. If people are being stopped, they have been arrested by campus security. Fitzpatrick also noted that previously there had been a shortage of officers, but now..."
**Letters**

Dear Editor:

I am writing to express my concern about the recent events at the University of Holyoke. As a long-time member of the faculty, I have observed a disturbing trend of censorship and restriction of free speech among our students. These actions are not only unbecoming of a university environment but also undermine the principles of academic freedom and democratic values that our institution holds dear.

Despite the administration’s efforts to suppress discussions on certain topics, I believe it is crucial for the student body to continue advocating for their rights and participating in open dialogue. I urge all students to stand firm in the face of adversity and work towards creating a campus that values freedom of expression and intellectual diversity.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

---

**Editor’s View**

As the recent article on page 12 illustrates, the Administration continues to suppress dissenting voices, which is a serious concern. It is my belief that the true spirit of a university should be one of open-minded discussion and critical thinking, not one where individuals are silenced by fear or threats.

I urge the Administration to reconsider its policies and allow students the right to express their opinions without fear of repercussions. The well-being of our institution depends on fostering an environment where all voices are heard and respected.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Editor's View

My name is Joseph A. Gouveia and I am running for Senator at large. I do not believe I can make changes by snapping my fingers (or the students can) and that board must follow office policy. As Vice President of the Board I have been told to point out to members, that the board must decide where the money is spent and they must decide where the board will improve things. My candidate is for changes in the Bridgewater Arts Review, funds are available to improve the Review (last semester, the Arts Review had 11% of its budget). My credentials are: education of the Bridgewater Arts Review, Review, and the small role in the Senator at large. I am representing the small role in the Senator at large.

Straight From The Show

There once was a Senator at shop who said, "I know how to sell the shop." So the Senator at shop was appointed to the Senator at large. Senator Manzo should have considered himself highly competent for the positive comments about the Senator at large. Speaking of duty, the president has finally taken a step in the right direction by acknowledging the hard work of Senator R. Price. Senator Manzo should be appointed to the Senator at large. In the 1984 Yearbook, there's a lot going on around that. Do you know what's going on around that?

Campaign Letter

My goals as a Senator are to be a better job. Do you need questions answered concerning your class? How can I help you? Senator at large? Can be a foreign language assignment or a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large?

Attention Seniors

If you are interested in learning about the different options for your future, please attend the informational session on March 1 at 6:00 p.m. in the Student Center. This session will provide information on potential careers, educational paths, and other important considerations for making a decision about your future. Attendance is free, and all students are welcome to attend. Please sign up in advance by contacting the Student Center at 697-1208.

Campaign Letter

Dear elector,

I am running for Senator at large. My goals as a Senator are to be a better job. Do you need questions answered concerning your class? How can I help you? Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large? Can be a foreign language role in the Senator at large?

February 16, 1984

Attention Seniors

If you are interested in learning about the different options for your future, please attend the informational session on March 1 at 6:00 p.m. in the Student Center. This session will provide information on potential careers, educational paths, and other important considerations for making a decision about your future. Attendance is free, and all students are welcome to attend. Please sign up in advance by contacting the Student Center at 697-1208.
Report on Voter Registration

The following is a report on the Voter Registration Conference, the theme was "The role of the government in registering voters". The conference was held on February 6, 1984 at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. The keynote speaker was Dr. Lowery (President, National Civil Rights Commission). The conference was attended by over 200 people from various organizations including the Human Rights Commission and the Voter Registration Conference. The conference was expected to be a positive step towards improving voter turnout in the upcoming election.

SUMMER JOB
The theme of the speech was "The role of the government in registering voters". Lowery noted that it is a vital issue for citizens and that education plays a key role in promoting voter registration. He emphasized the importance of education and awareness in increasing voter turnout.

The conference was well-received, and there were several positive comments from attendees. Some attendees noted that the conference was informative and that it helped them understand the importance of registering to vote. Others expressed their support for the conference and the work being done to promote voter registration.

I hope you will consider attending future conferences on this important topic. Thank you for your attention.

Annette Sally
Vice-President/Secretary
Voter Registration Conference
Report on Voter Registration

The following is a report on voter registration. It is based on information presented by Dr. Joseph Lowery (President, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Chair, National Black Leadership Forum), made at the National Student Council Renewal Registration at Harvard University on February 28th. It is time for the 1980's to come. We need to continue to speak the truth about the issues of voter registration for the Shoe thinks of you.

SUMMER JOB

The theme of the speech was need for Revival. Dr. Lowery feels that it is time to have a revivalconference. We need to move from a feeling of cold apathy to one of warm enthusiasm, motivation and activity. The theme is that we must work on all issues of voter registration. We must develop a more constructive and organized effort. We need to have a more organized effort. We must also focus on the issue of voter registration.

Annette Sarty
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Monday's Pizza - Dennis Weiner's Pizza, 383 Cabot St., Beverly, MA 01915. It's always a good time at Dennis's. You just have to stop in to pick up your pizza. They offer a variety of sizes and toppings, and their service is always friendly. You can't go wrong with a slice of pizza and a soda at Dennis's.}

Music: by By James Wagner

I can only imagine what it was like to be a rock band on the road. Traveling from city to city, performing in front of different crowds every night. It must have been exhausting, but also exhilarating. The energy of the crowd and the feeling of being part of something bigger than yourself is indescribable. I can only hope to experience that kind of excitement in my own life.

ử

The Ramones were a great band. Their music was raw and energetic, and they had a unique sound that helped define the punk rock genre. I wish I could have seen them perform live back in the day. Their influence on modern music is still felt today, and their legacy lives on through their music.

I can only imagine what it was like to be a rock band on the road. Traveling from city to city, performing in front of different crowds every night. It must have been exhausting, but also exhilarating. The energy of the crowd and the feeling of being part of something bigger than yourself is indescribable. I can only hope to experience that kind of excitement in my own life.

I can only imagine what it was like to be a rock band on the road. Traveling from city to city, performing in front of different crowds every night. It must have been exhausting, but also exhilarating. The energy of the crowd and the feeling of being part of something bigger than yourself is indescribable. I can only hope to experience that kind of excitement in my own life.
### Entertainment

#### Comedy Popular at BSC

By Michael A. Ricciard

The idea of comedy on campus is currently quite popular. With the popularity of the Comedy Corner, comedy is being embraced by students at BSC. However, we cannot overlook the fact that the Comedy Corner is a place where people can go to have fun and laugh.

The Comedy Corner is a weekly event that takes place every Thursday night in the Student Union. The events are hosted by various groups and individuals, and feature comedians, impromptu comedy, and other forms of humor.

The popularity of comedy on campus is also reflected in the number of comedy clubs and organizations that have been formed on campus. These groups provide a platform for students to showcase their talents and have fun with others who share their interests.

In conclusion, the popularity of comedy on campus is a reflection of the campus culture, which values fun and laughter. The Comedy Corner is a great example of this, and it is likely that we will see even more comedy events and organizations on campus in the future.
Commentary

By Barbara M. Hall

Recently, moves have been approved for the renovation of the "old" quadrangle, the Deerfield campus, and the Maxwell Library. Of all this land has been suggested to add parking, include a pool, or a mini library, or a mini library, or two basketball hoops. Certainly, there is a need for more parking spaces on campus, but I wonder if we are not overlooking the real need. The real need, I believe, is the need for more recreational facilities. Our athletic field on Plymouth St. provides space for outdoor sports as well as individual practices and programs. What our college needs is a unified Center for Athletics. I propose that the use of the land in question could best meet the need to solidify the cultural and aesthetic area already begun in this area. The Student Union and Auditorium serve not only as a social area, but also as a artistic statement of the campus. Our suggestion of a natural wonders in small space, and any of you who are interested would be asked to serve on such a committee.

Mental Health Workers

Attention: Psychology Social Work Majors

No Experience Necessary

Location: Weston-West Roxboro, MA
Salary: $36.45/hr.
SCHEDULE: 3 Shifts Available: 6:00 am - 3:00 pm. 245 pm - 11:00 am. 10:45 pm - 5:15 am.

Responsibilities:

Duties are room to room to clients.

Skills Required:

Human services background but essential for experience.

For more information, visit the Student Employment Resource Office on the second floor of Shattuck Hall.

End of page 1

Beachcomber Tours presents

This Week in PIRG

By Bonnie Bowden

After weeks of preparation and recruiting, the BSC MASS MIRG chapter held its general membership meeting on February 1st. Initially, the chapter's goals were to raise awareness of PIRG and how toxic waste can be found in the local area and to develop an understanding of environmental policy and issues affecting the community.

The chapter's objectives were to create a better awareness and support for the activities of PIRG, and to solidify the use of this land. The group, which has made such an impressive start, is growing rapidly, with over 300 members already enrolled.

Judy Budnik, chairperson and one of the driving forces behind the chapter, got a PIRG chapter started at BSC while she was living in the area and then carried it on for coming. She firmly reviewed what PIRG is about, what they have accomplished, and how they plan to work on this experience.

This spring, PIRG will have five general meetings, and students can participate in all functions of the chapter. The group is hoping to attract students from all areas of the general public.

Chuck Phillips, the group's special assistant, is developing a group to promote the chapter's activities. The group is working to develop a network of environmental groups, get several local stores to go to a recycling program for Governor Daniels to make a campaign on the topic of pollution and other environmental issues that are common to the area.

The last group introduced was Voter Registration, a voluntary group that is working to reach those silent constituents. "People participate politically, " Thưn said. "Millions of voices aren't being heard and they don't want that to happen. PIRG's Voter Registration drive will be one of the most ambitious and visible projects on the campus this semester, as it works to encourage students to register and participate in the political process."

The BSC MIRG chapter is asking for volunteers to work in the registration drive. Anyone interested should contact Kim Phillips, the chairperson of Voter Registration, at 938-1275.

FRESHMAN CENTER WORKSHOPS

STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP: Will include assessment of study skills as well as ways to improve your study habits. This workshop will be offered on Tuesday, February 28, 1984, in Room 0101 at 4:00 pm. Contact: Kathy Raines, the Internship Office.

TIME MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP: Will help you to budget your time and set priorities. This workshop will be offered on March 8, 1984, in Room 0101 at 4:00 pm. Contact: Kathy Raines, the Internship Office.

With such dedicated volunteers, the Freshman Center should be a sure success. By my calculation, I believe that the Freshman Center should be a success. The Freshman Center is designed to help students succeed in college. That is why the Freshman Center is a success. The Freshman Center is designed to help students succeed in college.

In conclusion, I believe that the Freshman Center is a success. The Freshman Center is designed to help students succeed in college. Therefore, I believe that the Freshman Center is a success. The Freshman Center is designed to help students succeed in college.
Recently, covers have been approved for the rental of the "设施建设" tend to focus on the needs of the students, and Auditorium, and Scott Hall. Sewall Hall and 1840's in this land have been suggested, particularly, "Millions included a parking lot, or a microcomputer lab with two basketball hoops. Cer- tinly, there are additional issues in the area that needs attention. The question is not whether there needs to be done, but rather what should be done. Historically, the needs of the college have been discussed the use of the land. In the 1950's the "low quad" range which included this area was the athletic field for the 1000 or so future teachers of each week. Thus, the history of the use of BSC grew and it still is. The Student Union, Auditorium, and Maxwell Library were added to the "low quad" range to expand the use of the undergraduates and graduate programs. Course other buildings were also being added at the same time, not the issue here. In less than a decade, Bridgewater State College tripled in size, and the full-time student population. It was not until the 1970's that the college started to grow in the rural community, grad­ uate and undergraduate students.

For many of us, Patrice Price Dool Not was the first student to get coordinators. During the meeting is one of the most ambitious projects of students, "We need to... PIRG will be a very instructive experience students..." PIRG has been the most ambitious groups that students have been working to this grave... This workshop will be offered on two different days, Wednesday, February 23, at 11 a.m. in Room L7. Room 104 is located in the FRESHMAN CENTER. You may choose whether time is most convenient, each workshop will last one hour and will be conducted by Dr. Peter Reznick. The C.A.C. was established by a grant from the Massachusetts Project for the Study of Urban Education. State Educational Programs, the Massachusetts Project for the Study of Urban Education, the College in the Community, was founded as a consumer.
**Bears Business**

By Mike Storey

Great winter weather, huh? The precious ski club business is really booming these days. I'll have to fly to Florida to get away from all this snow. Speaking of trips, quite a few of our teams will be making post-season trips to make some noise. But while we're planning our warm-weather getaways, our winter sports should be selected for the NCAA national championships, which will most likely be held in April or May. The girls came up with their best performance of the season last weekend in a victory over Framingham State and a trip to New Hampshire for the NCAA tournament, which is one of the top events in the nation.

The men's wrestling team is also doing well. They should be one of the top teams when your team's weightclass is nearing you. Anyone interested in being an interstationary supervisor for softball (men), baseball or softball should see Mike Storey (RM 407) or Shelly Gouveia (RM 707).

The men's soccer team, currently 6-9-1, will be making a trip to the nationals in March. Springfield College has been showing a big improvement in their season. They are 7-0-2 and have the team's high spirits to go along with it. The Kylies gymnasts showed a big improvement this season, and the team has been consistent for the year.

**A Salute to Clinicians**

By Jo Ann Smith

We've been told the common denominator of all disablement is thought. It doesn't mean a thing to anyone today! Well, I applaud the group of 100 volunteers clinicians, educators, students, parents and group leaders, representing many disciplines at Bridgewater State College, who have made such a special effort. It means preparing for Saturday morning when 87 children and youth with special needs could participate in the clinical physical education program. The clinicians and the group leaders, everyone knows it, serve children who classifies them as having physical, emotional, or social problems and special strengths is an effort to equip the self-esteem of each child.

If you come to the gym, you will see group leaders arriving at 8 a.m. to review the organization for the day. If you're a clinician, the morning starts with a meeting in the gym. Each group includes 10 volunteers, coming from various disciplines, including social work, psychology, speech therapy, occupational therapy and physical therapy. They work together to develop a treatment plan for each child.
**Sports**

**Women Bears Hang Tough**

By Douglas Benson

The women's basketball team has escaped a clumsy path as of late winning over Worcester, winning only Framingham State, and then losing to both Clark and Salem State which dropped BSC to its first losing 6-1 record but a 41 ranking in New England and 91 in the country. Their last win was over Worcester 79-72.

After Spring Break a weekly tournament was planned for April 4-6 at Sugarbush, VT. It is of interest that the team includes rounding transportation, 2-day stay before accommodations and the tickets. A deposit of $400.00 is required on the bus. The people from the last trip know they will have a great time.

Also a trip to the Brunelle-LA Kings hockey game is planned. Tickets are limited so it’s first come first served. Cost is $8.00 which includes your transportation and ticket. See Mike Storry for information.

By Joe Groves

On Feb. 11, 1984, BSC men's basketball team suffered a 69-90 loss to Salem State in the Kelly Gym. Wayne Hammond led all BSC scorers with a fantastic 18-3 (6) assists (5) and steals (4), leading the Bears to a 79-72 win. Salem State won by leading the team in points (21) and rebounds (19) for their second Salem State win of the season. Both teams were dead even when you look at the overall game.

**Menu at Tilly and the Hill**

**Men Lose to Salem State**

February 16, 1984

Michael Mark

The game itself was won at the free throw line. For Salem State, Frank DeMaria was the leading scorer and Stiliakos was the leading assist man.

For the Bears, Free throws were a main factor as the Bears made 21 of 24 free throws, however Salem State made only 13 of 20 free throws.

The Bears men's basketball team suffered a 79-72 loss to Salem State. College on Wednesday night.

**The Kelly Gym and Pool will be closed Feb. 18 & 19. It will reopen Monday night at 6:00 p.m. Have a nice weekend!**

**Sports**

**SALUTE TO CLINICIANS**

By Jeanne Flynn

The BSC gymnasiums honored to another victory over Framingham State (137-120). The first home meet of the season will be this coming weekend before a vocal crowd. The support of the home team high spirits go to play on their high scores, and their fans.

The scores on wax were Kelly McCarthy (8.6) and Nadine Lucas (8.4) performing solid routines.

Each floor was special, each girl showed off their routines through creative, highly directed and hard hitting passes. Nadine Lucas (8.05) and Capt. Chris Anderson (7.67) improved the team’s final score a full points in their last meet.

Coach Lyne Mazzeano was very enthusiastic over the team’s performance and stressed the hard work and dedication of the girls. Her scores were very well done and the highest scores helped us in our overall standings. For the floor theme, we are looking forward to the next season goes on. The girls showed lots of finesse on the balance beam with Gino Delar (7.8) and Nadine Lucas (6.8) performing solid routines.

**THEIR’LL TUMBLE FOR YA!’**

By Jeanne Flynn

The BSC gymnastics team stumbled to another victory over Framingham State (137-120). The first home meet of the season will be this coming weekend before a vocal crowd. The support of the home team high spirits go to play on their high scores, and their fans.

The scores on wax were Kelly McCarthy (8.6) and Nadine Lucas (8.4) performing solid routines.

Each floor was special, each girl showed off their routines through creative, highly directed and hard hitting passes. Nadine Lucas (8.05) and Capt. Chris Anderson (7.67) improved the team’s final score a full points in their last meet.

Coach Lyne Mazzeano was very enthusiastic over the team’s performance and stressed the hard work and dedication of the girls. Her scores were very well done and the highest scores helped us in our overall standings. For the floor theme, we are looking forward to the next season goes on. The girls showed lots of finesse on the balance beam with Gino Delar (7.8) and Nadine Lucas (6.8) performing solid routines.

**Salute to Clinicians**

By Jo Ann Smith

We here at BSC have the commitment and dedication to excellence, it doesn’t mean a thing to anyone today! Yet, we are a group of 100 volunteer clinicians, assistants, and group leaders, many of whom work with children and all professionals, in the clinical physical education program. The clinicians, the group of clinicians, everyone knows it, seeks to serve children and classfied personnel. They are trained, with emphasis on physical, motor, academic, social, and emotional-stress and special emphasis is given to enhancing the self-esteem of each child.

If you come to the gym, you will see all clinicians arriving at 7:00 a.m. to review the organization for the day. 7:30, all clinicians are set in their classroom, and we start the class.

Each week at 8:15 guest lecturers from various professional fields share their experiences with us and how we can teach it to the children. At 8:30 a.m., eight sessions are given on the various aspects of the Kelly Gym and for two hours. Each clinician in the group (the children under the leadership of an administrative assistant (group leader) is involved in a one-on-one relationship. The two clinicians have the dialogue between each other and at the same time the progress of the child is reviewed.

The members conclude with a closure where evaluations are done for the children and goals and objectives are noted. Where one team is - that is staying with style. One team is staying in the game also with your style of play.

Note: Makeup games for the weather weather cooperate. On this weekend’s trip to WPPI, this weekend and to Worcester, winning over New Hampshire, and then losing to both Clark and Salem State which dropped BSC to its first losing 6-1 record but a 41 ranking in New England and 91 in the country. Their last win was over Worcester 79-72.

After Spring Break a weekly tournament was planned for April 4-6 at Sugarbush, VT. It is of interest that the team includes rounding transportation, 2-day stay before accommodations and the tickets. A deposit of $400.00 is required on the bus. The people from the last trip know they will have a great time.

**PART TIME JOBS**

$8/hr

HOURS:

4:00 - 7:00 AM Mon.-Fri.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS Mon., Feb. 12 (10 AM - 1:00 PM)

Green Bus, Stadium Union

**Women Bears Hang Tough**

By Douglas Benson

The women's basketball team has escaped a clumsy path as of late winning over Worcester, winning over Framingham State, and then losing to both Clark and Salem State which dropped BSC to its first losing 6-1 record but a 41 ranking in New England and 91 in the country. Their last win was over Worcester 79-72.

After Spring Break a weekly tournament was planned for April 4-6 at Sugarbush, VT. It is of interest that the team includes rounding transportation, 2-day stay before accommodations and the tickets. A deposit of $400.00 is required on the bus. The people from the last trip know they will have a great time.

Also a trip to the Brunelle-LA Kings hockey game is planned. Tickets are limited so it’s first come first served. Cost is $8.00 which includes your transportation and ticket. See Mike Storry for information.
If You’re Into Intelligent Clothes, Try This Test (because intelligent is the kind we sell)

**EXTRA CREDIT**

This party was just check off the ones you want. You’ll find many of them discounted still more off our original low prices. Make marks now.

**SAMPLES**

- Master’s Printed Wool Blend Fleece
  - Retail $80.00
  - Our Price $62.00

- Maritime & Precious Silk/Cotton/Dresses
  - for women:
    - wool blend woollens
    - twill pants
    - petal pullovers
    - utility overcoats
    - lightweight rayon slings
    - casual slacks (these three (cherry only) & a few left)
    - cotton slacks & shorts

- Add, by our Famous Designer for women of stature:
  - bold, plaid cotton/wool slacks
  - navy’s
  - easy stretch: north, female, chamber
  - crepe(s) tatters
  - corduroy pants
  - chino (several colors)
  - double-breasted dresses
  - rayon chiffons & rayon gauzes
  - five pocket western coats
  - summer satin pants

- Cruisewear & Spring Clothing
  - New Keys:
    - dresses
    - jump suits
    - crop tops, stripes of suicide
    - denim/leather
    - pants
    - shorts
    - powder blue & stripes
    - beachwear
    - overblouse
    - crepe chiffons

- Kids’ Stuff: yes

---

**TEST**

1. When famous design is often associated with a Famous Designer
   - Underwear?

2. What famous Designer is often associated with a Famous Designer
   - Ties?

3. What Famous Designer is no longer with us, but is associated with our Famous Designer
   - Underwear?

4. What Famous Designer is no longer with us, but is associated with our Famous Designer
   - Ties?

5. What Famous Designer has no stores in New Bedford?
   - (That’s right, New Bedford, and everything is discounted at least 30% below retail.)

6. What Famous Designer has no stores in New Bedford?
   - (That’s right, New Bedford, and everything is discounted at least 30% below retail.)

---

WE’RE EASY TO FIND...

Just 40 minutes south of Brockton... Take 24 South to 140 South. Take 195 East and Exit 16, Washburn Street, New Bedford and follow the signs to 100 North Front Street.

Open 10 to 5 daily; Thursday & Friday until 5, Sunday 12 to 5.

---

**Changes Made at WBIM**

By Matt Peter Donoghue

It has certainly been a long time in the coming, but on Tuesday, Feb. 7, Student Union Director Dr. Richard Veno announced that Chris Harwood, who had been serving as interim Program Director, had been chosen from candidates including Harwood, Scott Lansion, Scott Swanson, and Joy Stovall, as the new WBIM Program Director. Harwood, the former business manager of WBIM, succeeded Jim Wagner, who was dismissed early last fall.

In related news, Veno created the new position of "Head of Program". Scott Lanson, better known to the BSC community as "Bleeker Livingstone", was hired to fill that post.

This action seems to indicate the end of a year of change, and points toward a new beginning, in an interview with The Comment, Dr. Veno said, "I am pleased with the way the radio station is progressing — both in terms of equipment and facilities and in terms of on-air quality.

"Chris (Harwood) is very competent and has proven himself on the interim basis. He is a good engineer and has a good knowledge of our station. I feel that we made the right decision to keep WBIM running effectively.

When questioned on the subject of student autonomy at the radio station, Veno was more tentative, saying "I think we're going to let the Program Director and station leadership have considerable flexibility, but declined to comment further on what he meant by "considerable". Veno feels that some of the criticism leveled against him is unfair. "My inability to do more things has been a problem."

---

**Tuition Hikes Slated Next Semester**

By Bill Brassil

Chancellor John Duff has announced that the Board of Regents of Higher Education are considering a 10% increase in tuition for all state supported schools and universities.

The proposed increase would take place this September, adding approximately $17.50 to the tuition portion of the student's bill. This does not include the increases in dormitory charges, which are also scheduled to take effect this September. Complete details are not yet available at press time. Watch The Comment for more information.

---

**Grad Speaker Uncertain**

By Paul Foster

Although graduation exercises for the Class of 1984 are more than three months away, problems are already beginning to arise. Governor Michael S. Dukakis accepted an BSC invitation to be the Commencement Speaker, but now informed the college of a potential conflict with the May 26 graduation.

According to David Deep, Vice President of Student Services, Dukakis informed the school that he would be available to speak, then he realized later that he also had another function scheduled for the same day, thus posing a conflict. Dukakis also had mentioned the possibility of missing Commencement, he said, "I am doing a book tour and a book signing on May 26, which would interfere with the Commencement."

---

**No Guards at Hill**

By Meg Snow

The security checkpoint at the bottom of the road leading to the Shear/Duging dorms was only used for a short time and now it is gone. The checkpoint was under the direction of Maureen Fitzgerald, the Director of Housing at the college, explained that presently there is no need for it. "We don't have the same problems (as before) where other people came down (to the college) just for the parties. They have been eliminated by campus security."

Fitzgerald also noted that previously there had been a shortage of officers, but now "as far as security goes, we're operating at full capacity with the Institution Protection Persons and the Campus Police who use two cruisers every night to patrol the dorms, commons, and the area." She also stated that "the RA's and the Dras are enforcing regulations and the students are being more responsible, eliminating the need for the checkpoint. The RA's have a lot of problems by stopping people and asking their business here and it deterred a lot of them...if the needs arise it will be used again."